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By Jane Ledwell, Jean Mitchell

McGill-Queen's University Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Anne Around the
World: L.M. Montgomery and Her Classic, Jane Ledwell, Jean Mitchell, What makes Anne of Green
Gables an international, time-honoured classic? International audiences have described reading
L.M. Montgomery's most celebrated novel as an experience in enchantment. Balancing criticism
and celebration, Jane Ledwell and Jean Mitchell bring together essays that consider the sources of
the wonder that Montgomery's work inspires. The popular appeal of Montgomery's classic is
undeniable, but the reasons for its worldwide resonance are less obvious. From a range of
perspectives, the contributors to Anne around the World focus on the numerous themes the novel
raises, showcasing why it has charmed readers across the globe - from Iran to Australia, and from
Sweden to Japan. Essays consider issues of class, race, and colonial history, discuss Anne's place in
children's literature, her passion for writing, and the ways in which L.M. Montgomery and her red-
haired protagonist are celebrated by legions of fans. Featuring contributions from many
international writers, Anne around the World traces the meaning and influence of a story that
spread far from its place of origin on a small Canadian island to distant and culturally diverse
places.
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Complete guideline for publication fanatics. It is actually writter in straightforward words rather than confusing. I am e ortlessly could get a pleasure of
looking at a written book.
-- K ir stin Schuppe-- K ir stin Schuppe

Extensive manual! Its this type of great read through. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been written in an
exceedingly simple way and it is simply right after i finished reading this pdf through which basically altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Mr s. Mer tie Cum m er a ta-- Mr s. Mer tie Cum m er a ta
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